
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of services
developer. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for services developer

We are investing in the development and application of technology to
optimize the operational efficiencies within our processes
This is a web services software development engineering position that
requires a combination of agile/ start-up development practices, solid
communication and strong leadership skills
This position plays a critical role in evolving the Client-Project business and
other hardware teams at Microsoft
Designing and implementing new performance reporting services for our
developer community
Develop and Support Lender Placed tracking/issuance applications of the
National General Lender Services division
Deliver effective applications for business use by analyzing business
requirements and consulting with key stakeholders to clarify and ensure
program specifications and technical solutions align with business needs
Build applications by translating specifications into programming language
and forecasting solutions to anticipated problems to ensure effectiveness of
programs for business use
Foster a thorough approach to finalizing developed applications by
participating in testing of functionality and analyzing sample data-sets to
ensure accuracy of program output and support the achievement of quality
assurance and key stakeholder standards
Collaborate with internal stakeholders by participating in design and code
reviews and escalating issues to troubleshoot errors and gaps, refine
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Provide accurate record-keeping by writing detailed documentation for the
operation of programs to facilitate user understanding of application
functioning

Qualifications for services developer

Experience with PHP and Cucumber
Direct experience with continuous delivery and cloud deployments,
particularly over Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Familiarity with a specific framework
Ability to write good test cases and automated unit tests for all code
Ability to write code according to given requirements
Ability to appropriately diagnose and troubleshoot code and tools


